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Nathalie F. Anderson 
Desire 
We drove out to the city of the dead 
where he showed me how the fire blazed through. 
You can trace its path over the flagstones, 
up the black brick steps still braced by iron 
rails and pickets, out onto the cold slab 
of the foundations. The heavy trees stand 
charred clean, burnished. A palm crests the hill, 
its fronds crisped to stubs, its fat bulk bronzed 
to a pineapple finial, announcing 
hospitality. No rule to it-
how it eats one house and spares another, 
skipping this tiled roof and that stained window. 
A small-boned cat might kindle in a breath, 
but here he comes, mewing for his supper, 
and here is a widow, come to feed him. 
So he said to me, now you've seen it. 
Would you still wake the dragon? Around us 
the scorched earth cracked its hoard, every rise bright 
with basket-of-gold, hyacinth, lapis, pearl. 
Ash lit my tongue. God forgive me, I said yes. 
Nathalie F. Anderson 
Afterlife 
When we found there was no room we came back to our 
selves, though the fit already had slipped from the true. 
Edging a foot into last year's shoe-the vamp cracked 
by a summer's swollen instep, the heel turned with 
a winter's drumming, the in-sole fusty-it was 
like that, like thrift-store polyester, pilled and sagging. 
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While some shrugged back into what they'd out-worn, 
no wonder some jostled for anything new, 
grabbing the goods on the bargain counter, 
leaving fresh souls empty-handed. Settling 
smug into stolen dress, still they wore 
the gun-shot's bloom over the right ear, the mark 
of a palm on the left cheek, squinting spite, 
wincing trust, the stab in the back. 
One way or another, the self haunts the self, 
outstaying its welcome. Contrary impulses 
quarter a life, and absence beckons 
with familiar hands. The voice-I'd know her anywhere-
never speaks again. The glance lost forever 
in shuttling recurrence crosses the crowd 
as if in ether. And a cat's weird cry-maroo, maroo-
though dead these many days, and the gulf between us. 
What We're All Doing 
You are doing what we're all doing, 
only faster, like a bullet train, 
your body honing itself, 
hairless as a swimmer's, 
and yet your going seems to us 
so gradual, vegetable-slow 
we hardly notice we visit less 
of you or that you sit, big-
eyed above the cross-
bones of your arms and legs. 
And although you are only 
doing what we're all doing, 
your cancer like a flower 
speeding through the film 
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